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Competence Evidence-based
Wellbeing Toolkit courses
are evidence based and
go through a process of
continuous evaluation.

Learn the 8 
Principles of Wellness to
enable you to adapt, grow
and thrive at your best in

life and career.
 

Action Plan
Walk away with skills to
develop, implement and

monitor your own
Wellbeing Plan

The Eight Principles of Wellness are being embraced by individuals and integrated throughout
workplaces to enable people to adapt, deliver, grow and thrive. When individuals collectively thrive,
then families, communities and organisations are more likely to thrive.  Modern workplaces are
embedding wellness principles and practices into their systems, policies and procedures to support
positive and healthy work cultures. What are these wellness principles and how can you use this them
to perform at your best in life and at work?

Discover the 8 must-haves for your personal Wellness Toolkit 
to enable you to take control of your own wellbeing. 

WELLBEING
TOOLKIT

 

 

Learn how to be well and the
steps to take control of 

your own wellbeing

https://aswa.net.au/


Learning Methods
A combination of practical activities, role-play, and interaction with

an accredited Wellbeing Instructor. 
There are no formal assessments for this course.
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Participants will be introduced to concepts of wellness, the traditional theories and modern science
behind wellbeing, and how to initiate wellness in the workplace. Through exploring several
approaches to wellbeing, including resilience, breath, mindfulness and sleep, participants will learn
how to develop a personal wellbeing program and apply wellness principles to enable them to live
and work at their best.

Who should participate?
This one-day small group workshop is for adults from all backgrounds, community and industry
sectors with an interest in learning and applying wellness principles to support wellbeing and work-
life harmony.

 

Workshop Snapshot
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For Course Dates and Bookings, go to aswa.net.au

What is wellbeing?
What are the 3 key wellness concepts (Illness-Wellness Continuum,

The 8 principles of wellness - what and how to integrate them into daily practices
Why energy management is more important than time management for achieving and sustaining
wellbeing and performance.
Participants will get the opportunity to practice a number of different wellness practices as part of
the process of developing their own wellness toolkit, unique to each individual.
Participants will walk away with their personal wellbeing plan, strategies and tools to be well.

Content covers:
This one-day workshop covers a range of topics and interactive 
activities including:

The Iceberg Model of Health & Disease, and the Wellness Energy System)
and why is it essential to understand these fundamental concepts?

 

Cost: $325 per person

The 8 Principles of Wellness

https://aswa.net.au/course/wellbeing-toolkit-short-course/


Our training rooms are located 2 minutes off the M1 at the Nerang
Bicentennial Community Centre, 833 Southport Nerang Road, Nerang
QLD 4211
Carparking is conveniently available on site.
Please bring your own food, water bottle and any other drinks. There
are no food-warming options however, kettle and tea making facilities
are available. A cafe is located nearby (within walking distance).
Wearing comfortable clothes is essential (similar to what you’d wear
to a yoga or workout class), as some practical demonstrations and
activities are on floormats (provided). You are welcome to bring your
own yoga mat and towel to use. Some participants bring a picnic rug
to enjoy connecting further with nature during breaks.
We do have heating available in the cooler months however, you are
welcome to bring along a blanket for maximum warmth and comfort.
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Your Expert Facilitator
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Helpful information:

“Angela has a gentle and powerful grounded facilitation style that makes you feel safe
enough to  dive into barriers to living and leading at your best. I love her simple but

effective methods that explore what’s holding us back and builds upon our strengths. ”
– Nicole M.

"Make Wellness your Key Performance Indicator (KPI).
Our lives and businesses only thrive when we do."

- Angela Derks BHSc, BComm, MBA
 

Angela is an experienced business owner and qualified
Naturopath specialising in whole-person and whole of
organisation wellness across sectors and the globe for
20+ years. Angela is the developer and Lead Facilitator of
Australia’s Nationally Recognised Diploma of Wellness
Leadership Qualification, exclusively available from the
Australasian Sustainable Wellness Academy. Angela is
keenly interested in the integration of wellness in work
settings and is an active Board Member with various
wellness industry and community associations. 

 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN3724x15232847254435223084&id=YN3724x15232847254435223084&q=Nerang+Bicentennial+Centre&name=Nerang+Bicentennial+Centre&cp=-27.983659744262695%7e153.3395538330078&ppois=-27.983659744262695_153.3395538330078_Nerang+Bicentennial+Centre


This is the mission that drives every decision behind our innovative online self-paced courses. It is the
motivating force for our passionate trainers, coaches and mentors, and the inspiration behind our powerful
industry collaborations. 

ASWA takes a whole-person and whole of organisation approach to wellness and through an integrated
professional development journey, our participants are encouraged to make sustainable changes to their
management and work-life practices. 

Our 2 most popular ONLINE courses are self-paced to suit you and your organisations' needs: 
The Nationally Recognised Diploma of Wellness Leadership Qualification enables you to pursue your
passion for professionally supporting the wellbeing of work teams to enable them to adapt, grow and thrive.

The Wellness Within 8-session personal wellness course arms your team with the fundamental knowledge
and tools to enabled them to adapt, grow and thrive, with wellbeing capabilities.

Wellness consulting services, personalised mentoring and customised training solutions are available to
suit you and your organisations' needs. 

Contact us to discuss a ‘best fit’ solution for your personal, professional or business wellbeing goals on +61
07 55 783207 or email wellness@aswa.net.au
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“My life-changing self-discovery began when commencing the Diploma. It was an excellent
opportunity for growth; and a reminder of how wellbeing is personal, fluid, evolves with time, and
looks different for each of us. The course has taught me to nurture and apply functional wellness

solutions into my life and those around me, at home and work.” 
– Caraline Enniss, Warrant Officer, ADF (Navy). 

Bringing wellness within reach

https://aswa.net.au/course/diploma-of-wellness/
https://aswa.net.au/course/wellness-within-self-paced-wellbeing-program-for-individuals-teams/
https://aswa.net.au/contact-us/

